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WEDDING VIDEOS 
ARE CHEESY

People think of their parents wedding videos and remember how cheesy they 
were with guest interviews, but the truth is that the wedding video industry has 
completely changed. Videography experts who have graduated from art schools 
know how to capture only the important moments from great angles and with HD 
cameras.



WE WILL NEVER 
WATCH THE VIDEO

Since wedding videos are becoming shorter, and the internet is becoming more 
popular why would you not watch and share your wedding video?! A highlight 
edit video from your wedding day is perfect to show off to facebook friends and 
distant relatives who could not make it to the wedding. Also, many couples love 
looking back on their videos during anniversaries, holidays and showing them off 
to their children. A video captures the full experience better than pictures can.



WEDDING VIDEOS 
ARE LONG & BORING

Long and boring video are a thing of the past so there is nothing to worry about! 
Wedding videographers are trained and know how to edit hours of video footage. 
They can make it as short or as long as you would like it to be and can include 
any footage from the night you choose. To keep the video fun, songs are put in the 
background of your video!



I ONLY NEED ONE 
VIDEOGRAPHER FOR 

MY WEDDING
The truth is, more planning goes into a short wedding video than you think. In or-
der to capture every special moment from every angle, it requires multiple videog-
raphers. You may be thinking that multiple videographers sounds too distracting, 
but in reality it helps your day go even smoother. With multiple videographers set 
up, there will be less running around for them and you will be assured that they 
do not miss a thing.



THERE’S NO MONEY 
IN MY BUDGET FOR 

A VIDEO
You spend so much time and money on making your day perfect, why would you 
not want to have it on video to last a lifetime? The truth is many couples think that 
just photos will do, but after their wedding they regret not recording their big day. 
There are also many different packages to choose from and your videographer 
can make sure they capture it all, while still staying in your budget! 
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